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MONTHLY MEMBERS MEETING
Please check your calendar and make sure that the monthly meeting of the McKenzie Fly Fishers
is there in bold print – (Monday) September 17, 2018 at Willie’s Restaurant. 400 Industrial Way,
Springfield. Cocktails and an opportunity to chat and mingle at 6:00, dinner at 7:00, speakers at
8:00.

PREZ SEZ …
Al Eckerdt
Al Eckerdt – “Remember – Have Fun!”
"The solution to any problem -- work, love, money, whatever -- is to go fishing, and the worse
the problem, the longer the trip should be."
~John Gierach
You can feel it. A slight chill in the morning. The sun rises a bit later. It sets a bit earlier. Here
it is September, school is beginning, the Ducks football team is looking promising and games
have resumed, and our final trips / activities for the year are ahead of us.
How time flies when we are having fun but the good news is that we have a lot of time yet in the
year to get out there fish, picnic (well sort of), hike and enjoy the beautiful Oregon weather.
Final trips and activities of the year. What to do with the last bit of good weather months we
have left:
First, our most popular event is the Gold Lake outing, which is scheduled for Oct 5 – 6. It is
typically well-attended and if the long term weather forecast holds, it will be perfect. If you
haven’t tried it, sign up and we will match up boaters with those who need a ‘ride’.
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Or sign up for the Kalama Cup, which is scheduled for Oct 12 – 14. Fishing is on the N.
Umpqua with camping at Susan Creek Campground. Mckenzie Flyfishers have not recovered
the coveted trophy for several years, so this is our chance.
Special recognition goes to Terry Willis for organizing a group trip on the Owyhee River to fish
for the fabled big German Browns, which happened the week of September 8. Typical fish range
from 15 to 19 inches in length! The largest trout I have ever caught was on the Owyhee, which
was a 25” brown that took my #18 caddis dry fly in clear, smooth ‘frog water’. (The trout struck
with a vengeance and fought like crazy.) There will be a full report on the trip in the next
newsletter.
And we have our Fundraiser Auction coming up in November.
We formed a team to solicit donations from local companies and they are doing an amazing job.
Below are just a few of the items that have been donated so far and the team is still working
hard:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Big K Ranch One night stay and fishing privileges (*Home of the 20 pound trout)
Guided fishing trip on a local river – details tbd.
Shadow Hills Golf Course - 18 holes of golf for 4, including cart.
Willies Restaurant - Dinner for 4 at our favorite restaurant.
Steamboat Inn – One night stay at this wonderful lodge on the North Umpqua
Two boxes of Michael T flies!

These are just a few of the items collected. And this year, we are going to have a special set of
auction items for women! Why do the guys get to have all the fun?
•
•

Reflection Salon
And more to follow

Do you have a favorite restaurant or watering hole you would like to see a gift certificate to at
this year’s Fundraiser? Let the Fundraiser Crew know! We are looking for suggestions of
organizations from the area to include at this year’s auction.
Do you have an item you’d like to donate? Please contact Greg Williams for an opportunity to
donate. Big thanks to club volunteers who are currently collecting donations.
Mark your calendars for this year’s auction, which will take place November 19th!
And last, our Holiday Party, which is scheduled for Dec. 9 with Tom Fauria, event organizer,
promising a big surprise.
We still have lots of time left this year and with the above list, you can find some really fun
things to do with the club.
So get out there and have fun!
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September Program
Michael T. Williams

“Trout In The Clouds”
Western USA Wilderness Fly Fishing Adventures

Michael T Williams is a photographer, journalist, fly tier, fly rod builder, wilderness traveler and
mountain river fly fisher who makes his home in Springfield, Oregon. Michael T is a licensed
fishing guide in Oregon, specializing in catch & release for Wild Rainbow & Cutthroat trout.

Michael T Williams’ “Trout In The Clouds” presentation is a captivating portrayal of high
altitude fly-fishing and trekking adventures. Featuring outstanding photography, coupled with
inspiring and anecdotal narration, Michael T highlights selected Wilderness areas in Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, Colorado & Wyoming.
At the presentation, there will be a print handout featuring techniques & fly patterns. Also, there
will be a cursory topographical access map to the program’s referenced Wildernesses.
Fly tiers & want-to-be tiers.
Michael T will be giving a Fly Tying Demonstration
from 6 to 6:45pm
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Michael T is donating a box of his Wilderness Flies for club auction
Many of you know Michael T a member of the Cascade Family Flyfishers, frequent visitor to the
McKenzie Flyfishers.
Michael T is a colorful, entertaining, and outspoken advocate on anything flyfishing. You don’t
want to miss Michael T Williams

FUTURE PROGRAMS
SEPTEMBER 17, 2018 —Michael T Williams arranged by- Scott -confirmed
OCTOBER 15, 2018 — Oceanographer Burk Hales
NOVEMBER 19, 2018 — CLUB AUCTION
DECEMBER 9, 2018 CLUB CHRISTMAS PARTY (Tom Fauria)

CONFIRMED MCKENZIE FLYFISHERS 2018 OUTING SCHEDULE
DATE

LOCATION

FISHMASTER

Oct 6

Gold Lake

Board of Directors

Oct 12-14

Kalama Cup No. Umpqua R.

FISHMASTER NEEDED
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Willamette Basin Steelhead: Complexity and Controversy
Dave Thomas and Arlen Thomason
Upper Willamette Basin steelhead have been getting a lot of attention lately, not only from
anglers, but also from conservationists and government agencies. We thought it might be useful
for all of us to take a closer look at what is going on and why. We’ll start with a brief overview
of the fascinating but not-so-simple biology of steelhead and their brethren (cousins? alter-egos?),
rainbow trout. Then we’ll turn to how that information applies to Willamette steelhead, how they
are faring, and their management by government agencies.
ALTERNATIVE LIFE STYLES
Most of us think of steelhead and rainbow trout as two distinct fish, and in some respects they
are. But biologically they belong to the same species, Oncorhynchus mykiss, meaning that they
can interbreed and frequently do. Moreover, under the right circumstances, an offspring of two
steelhead can become a rainbow trout, and vice versa. Yet most of the time they breed true:
steelhead or rainbow trout parents largely produce progeny of the same type.
Rainbow trout and steelhead are considered to be two alternative life histories of the same
species. Most obviously, a major difference is that rainbow trout remain resident in freshwater
where they were born; while steelhead are migratory and journey to the ocean and back at least
once during their lifetimes, typically growing much larger in the process. Both of these life
history forms can, and frequently do, coexist in the same streams and rivers.
But it gets more complicated. Migratory O. mykiss (i.e., steelhead) have themselves developed
two alternate life histories based on the season that they return to fresh water to spawn: winter
run and summer run, also called mature and premature run fish. Winter run steelhead return to
fresh water in late winter or early spring when they are already sexually mature, and spawn right
away. Summer run steelhead, on the other hand, return to fresh water in the summer before they
are sexually mature, and remain in fresh water until mid to late winter to spawn after they have
matured. To accomplish this they must enter fresh water with sufficient fat stores to see them
through spawning.
But wait—there is yet more complexity among steelhead life styles. Like other members of the
Pacific salmon family, most steelhead return to fresh water to spawn just once. However, unlike
other members of the family, a minority go back to the ocean after spawning, and return in future
years to spawn a second or even a third time.
So why, one wonders, has all this life history complexity—resident rainbow trout vs. migratory
steelhead, winter run vs. summer run migration, single or repeat spawning—evolved in a single
species? A large part of the answer almost certainly is that it has been useful, possibly essential,
in allowing the species to thrive and persist over time in a variety of different and changing
environments. When and where fresh water lacks enough food, some fish, mostly females that
need sufficient food for egg production, can go to the ocean for a while to fatten up. When and
where water conditions are not favorable for return to fresh water when fish are mature, some
can return early when conditions are better for getting upstream.
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GENETICS OR ENVIRONMENT?
A big question concerning this life history variation is whether the basis for it is genetic or
environmental. In other words, do all forms of steelhead/rainbow trout possess essentially the
same set of genes and the innate potential to go down any of the life history pathways, depending
only on the appropriate environmental cues to send them in one direction or another? Or are
there different gene sets for each life history form, with only those fish possessing the proper
gene variants being capable of going down a particular pathway? Or is it a combination of genes
and environment?
These are questions at the center of active research, and aided by the recent development of
sophisticated techniques and tools, answers are beginning to emerge. The short answer is that
both genetics and environment seem to play a role.
RESEARCH BREAKTHROUGH
Arguably the biggest breakthrough in this research field occurred in the last two years with the
discovery of a specific gene complex—oh so memorably called GREB1L—in the genome of
steelhead and Chinook salmon, which is strongly associated with run timing. (Like steelhead,
Chinook salmon also exhibit mature and premature run timing life history forms, called fall and
spring run Chinook, respectively.) In other words, the two run types have different gene variants
that largely control whether a particular steelhead population will be of the summer or winter run
persuasion.
Moreover, and very importantly, the research shows that a premature migration genetic variant
has been produced by evolutionary changes only once in each of the two Pacific species,
steelhead and Chinook salmon, since they diverged 10 to 15 million years ago; and for each
species, the mutation affected the same genomic region. This strongly suggests that mutational
events that create new premature migration genes are rare. Thus, according to the discoverers, if
current premature migration genes are lost, new premature migration genes and the phenotype
they promote cannot be expected to re-evolve in time frames relevant to conservation planning
(for example, tens to hundreds of years). It had previously been assumed by many fisheries
biologists that if some run timing life histories were lost due to extinction of particular
populations, they might quickly be replaced by evolution within a remaining alternative life
history variant. Current research casts considerable doubt on that notion. If a life history form of
a population is lost, it is likely gone for an extremely long time, if not forever.
UPPER WILLAMETTE BASIN STEELHEAD
Historically, only winter run steelhead are believed to have been present in the upper Willamette
River basin, probably because flows over Willamette Falls near Portland were not favorable for
passage of a summer run. Winter run steelhead occurred as far upstream as the Calapooia River,
and notably did not include the McKenzie River or the Middle Fork Willamette. Evidence
indicates that the latter two rivers never had a native steelhead population.
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There has been a steady and steep decline of the number of native winter steelhead in the
basin: pre-WW II estimates are that > 100,000 winter steelhead returned to the Willamette
Basin annually, but by 1980 22,00 returned and in 2017 812 wild winter steelhead returned
to the basin; now less than 1% of the former run. This is due to habitat degradation,
impassable dams, and hatchery influence; in total a loss of >70% of the former spawning
and rearing habitat. This resulted in the 1999 listing of winter steelhead populations in the
Calapooia, South Santiam, North Santiam, and Molalla Rivers as threatened under the
Endangered Species Act (ESA). They thus came under federal protection, and protocols intended
to reverse the decline were eventually put in place. Much of the controversy currently
surrounding Willamette basin steelhead concerns how well the letter and spirit of the measures
specified in those protocols are being carried out.
As winter run steelhead declined, non-native Skamania strain hatchery summer steelhead from
Washington State began being introduced into the basin in the late 1960s, after construction of a
fish ladder at Willamette Falls enabled passage of their return runs. The Army Corps of
Engineers, which built the dams, subsequently built and funded the operation of several
hatcheries that produce summer steelhead as mitigation for native fish loss. Today summer
steelhead continue to be planted in the North and South Santiam, the McKenzie, and the Middle
Fork Willamette Rivers.
THREATS TO RECOVERY
The protocols and programs put in place after the ESA listing of Willamette winter steelhead
required the responsible agencies, primarily the Army Corps and ODFW, to institute measures to
promote their recovery. These requirements were codified in a National Marine Fisheries Service
Biological Opinion of 2008. At the top of the list is a requirement to restore access of returning
adults to much of the spawning habitat that was lost after construction of the dams. This means
providing upstream passage for adults as well as downstream passage for juveniles hatched
above the dams. It has turned out to be no easy task, especially for juveniles, and to be very
expensive—estimated at hundreds of millions of dollars, with no assurance of success once
completed. Progress has been very slow. Deadlines established in the document have been
repeatedly missed by many years, despite the fact that winter steelhead have continued to decline.
Another critical mandate for the agencies has been to reduce the impact of non-native, out-ofbasin hatchery summer steelhead on the native winter steelhead populations. Summer steelhead
are popular with some anglers, but present genetic and ecological threats to winter steelhead.
There is abundant scientific evidence that interbreeding between hatchery steelhead and native
steelhead is a serious threat to the fitness and productivity of the wild population. Hatchery fish
in general experience a rapid decrease in ability to successfully reproduce in the wild, and when
some of them interbreed with native fish, the resulting genetic introgression can decrease the
fitness of the wild population. In the Willamette system, the potential negative influence is not
only due to their hatchery upbringing, but also to the fact that they are derived from out-of-basin,
non-locally-adapted stock; and the fact that they are summer run rather than winter run fish.
Moreover, not all of the threat is from genetic introgression; some of it is ecological. Non-native
summer steelhead may compete with natives for spawning territory as adults, and for food and
space as juveniles.
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For many years fisheries managers have relied on the notion that non-overlapping spawn timing,
and preferences for different spawning areas, may be sufficient to minimize interbreeding and
competition between native winter steelhead and hatchery summer steelhead. An effort has been
made to derive summer steelhead that spawn a little earlier than winter steelhead, and that prefer
different spawning areas, so that the two strains will be separated by time and space. Based on
difficult spawning surveys and some fairly insensitive genetic tests, some of the managers
thought they were succeeding. But recently developed, more sensitive and relevant genetic
tests—based on the GREB1L breakthrough discussed above—tell a different story. Early this
year a report using the improved techniques documented that about 30% of returning winter
steelhead at Willamette Falls show evidence of hybridization with summer steelhead, some of it
very recent. Meanwhile, native winter steelhead populations continue to decline.
CONTROVERSY and CURRENT STATUS
So what to do about this situation? The requirements for management of ESA listed stocks, like
Willamette Basin winter steelhead, mandate that credible and substantial efforts be made to
achieve population recovery. Some success with upstream passage at Foster Dam has been
achieved, but downstream passage construction has not been initiated, nor have plans or
schedules even been finalized. Recent results described above also indicate that little or no
progress has been made in reducing the threat of out-of-basin hatchery steelhead.
Over the last year several conservation groups have filed lawsuits against the Army Corps and/or
National Marine Fisheries Service over the slow progress of efforts to establish passage for
winter steelhead at dams on the North and South Santiam Rivers, where the bulk of remaining
winter steelhead are found, and over the continued release of hatchery summer steelhead into
those two rivers. At this point the parties are in discussions, and the suits have not come to trial.
The National Marine Fisheries Service is currently in the process of reviewing required Hatchery
and Genetic Management Plans, submitted by the Army Corps and ODFW, for both steelhead
and spring Chinook salmon in the tributaries of the Upper Willamette Basin. It will then issue an
Environmental Impact Statement that presents its assessment of the threat presented to wild fish
by the hatcheries, and either approve or disapprove the HGMPs. The steelhead HGMP was
submitted at the last minute, after the review process was already well in progress, and contains
old, out of date and very incomplete data. Many conservation and angling groups, including the
McKenzie Flyfishers, have submitted comments critical of the process.
Most recently, after discussions with some the groups who filed suit, the Army Corps of
Engineers has formally requested that National Marine Fisheries Service reinitiate consultation
on the 2008 Biological Opinion. This is an important development, and could result in significant
changes to the roadmap which is supposed to guide this entire effort. What happens in the next
few months should be very interesting.
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How to Use a “No-Touch” Fish Release Tool
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August in Oregon brings a brief transition period as we wait for the fall weather to recharge the
fish in the system and bring new ones into our region. Thanks to Greg, our auction chair, we
have a great story of his amazing hike during this time.

John Muir Trail (200 mile hike)
Greg Williams
This seems a bit self-indulgent, but several people at the meeting this week expressed interest in
hearing a bit about my recent hike of the John Muir Trail. I covered 200 miles in 20 days, from
Tuolumne Meadows to Mt Whitney, with two pre-arranged food drops along the way. It was
hard, particularly the first half, where everything hurt, especially my poor old feet. After a
resupply layover in wilderness luxury at Muir Trail Ranch, I was recharged for the second half. I
walked much more easily and mu daily trail mileage increased steadily. I was on the trail by
~8:00 each morning, and off by ~5:30. A couple hours of camp work in both the morning and
evening plus and hour or so of fishing or reading after dinner accounted for most of my days.
Generally I was in bed by 9:00 and up by ~5:30. The scenery was spectacular from Day 1 to Day
20. I never tired of reaching a high pass and looking back to see how far I had come since the
day before and what lay ahead of me for the next day. Although I was alone ~95% of the time, I
did not lack for company. People came down the trail regularly as solo hikers or in groups of 2-4.
The trail community is enthusiastic, friendly and helpful. The daily hikes were punctuated by
short and delightful "mini relationships". You encounter particular people or groups back forth
for a few days before you separate from different speeds or objectives. Soon you’ve connected
with a different collection of hikers for a few days, and yet another group after another several
days. The aspect of a trail community was new to me, and it contributed far more to the trip than
I was expecting.
The first half was all about the fires. Lots of smoke, many people wearing masks. It was actually
eerie at times. I didn’t get out of the fire zone until almost the half-way point. After that, skies
and weather were spectacular. The second half is dominated a series of passes over lateral ranges
that run west from the crest of the Sierra. I did one a day for five days in the middle of the
second half. Four of the five high passes were right at 12,000’ and the last was 13,150’. That’s a
high pass! My day would start with a 3-4 hour hike to the top of the pass. I’d go all the way
down the other side usually, usually 5-8 miles and a few thousand feet down. After a rest I’d go
as far up the next drainage as I could get in order to reach the next pass late the following
morning. Worked great. This was when I was hiking at my strongest. I had a couple 14-16 mile
days in that stretch.
I was very glad to get out of the mountains by the end, but I would have been ok if I had needed
a several more days to finish. Except for the food, off course. I had two tortillas and some dried
refried beans when I finished. Nothing else. I did have enough food. I was never actively hungry,
although I was badly under-caloried the entire trip. I was at 192 lbs when I left Eugene, and 183
when I got home, a 40-year low. That won’t last, I’m sure. It was a wonderful trip, something I
had wanted to do for many years.This will not be my last trip to the Sierra by any means. I have
a few possibilities in mind for next year. Hiking partners always welcome!
Greg
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With Yosemite Valley closed, I had to lop off the first 22 miles of the trail and start at Tuolumne
Meadow. The first objective is to hike through Lyle Canyon and climb Donoghue Pass. Canyon
follows the Lyle fork of the Tuolumne River, ~8 miles of meadow stream full of brooks and
browns.

I saw many deer in the three national parks that dominate the trail, Yosemite, Kings Canyon and
Sequoia. I don’t think I saw any in the ~1/4 of the trail that passes through wilderness, but not
one of the NPs. The trails were much rougher outside the parks, too.
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The Lower Sallie Keyes Lake, full of golden trout. Camped here Night 9.

The second half of the trail is dominated by five passes. The hike to the first of them goes
through Evolution Valley. I didn’t have a lot of time to fish, but I caught a dozen or so beautiful
small trout every time I took out the fly rod. Near the end of the trip I fished in Whitney Creek
through Crabtree Meadow. I stuck around for about 80 minutes before moving on the keep ahead
of an approaching thunderstorm, but I caught 22 golden trout in that time. That’s a Volcano
Creek golden, originally localized in a few stream at the southern end of Sequoia NP. They win
the prize for the wiggliest trout.
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Here are a few more from the section of the high passes, starting with the meadow below Fin
Dome.
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Upper Rae Lake

Junction Peak is in the background. Forester Pass is to the right of the peak. I went over the pass
late the morning of the following day.
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INVITATION TO JOIN
You do not have to be an expert fly fisher to join the McKenzie Fly Fishers. Our monthly
meetings are an excellent opportunity to meet other area anglers, to have the best of regional
experts on subjects dear to the hearts of fly fishers, and our outings and classes are wonder ways
to hone skills and lead local waters first-hand.
Interested? Just curious? Contact Dick Barnhart, (541.501.1774)

2018 BOARD
President Al Eckerdt

At-Large Bob Howell

President-Elect Jim Rhoten

At-Large Tom Fauria

Secretary Dave Thomas

At-Large Monte Matthews

Treasurer Mike Layne

At-Large Mark Campbell

2018 COMMITTEES
Auction Greg Williams

Conservation Arlen Thomason

Education Tim Knerr & Clint Brumitt

Holiday Party Tom Fauria

House/Raffle Tom Fauria & Phil Johnson

Library Ted Taylor

FFI Terry Willis

Outings Clint Brumitt

Membership Dick Barnhart

Website Liz Yocom

Newsletter Editor Mark Campbell

Picnic Jeff DeVore & Joanie DeVore

Handbook Dave Thomas
Lawsuit Oversight Dave Thomas & Arlen Thomason
Programs Dan Robinhold, Sr., Mike Brinkley, Bill Laing, Mike Star, & Scott Halpert
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